
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING 

What is Executive Functioning (EF) 

Key Areas 

Planning/Prioritizing 

Organizing 

Initiation - begin tasks without prompting 

Working Memory* - corner stone of EF! 

Flexible Thinking (shift) - socially and mentally 

Analysis 

Self-Monitoring 

Inhibition/Emotional Control - behaviors and impulses 

Sustained/Focused Attention 

**They are all inter-dependent 

Defining Executive Functioning Skills 

~Non-academic in nature…it’s not what you know, but how you function and demonstrate knowledge 

~Cognitive processes involved in regulation of thoughts and actions 

~”Enables individuals to proceed steadily through life and confront any problems” (Encyclopedia of Mental    

    Disorders, 2012) 

………...It’s the Thinking about Thinking! 

 

IQ is what you know 

EF is how you show it 

 

EF can be compared to being “on-line” or conducting an orchestra because so many things have to/are 

happening at once. 

 

EF is called into action in non-routine and novel situations.  The more difficult the tasks, the more necessity of 

EF skills are required. 

 

THINKING  VS.  DOING 

   *Working Memory   *Response Inhibition 

   *Planning    *Emotional Control 

   *Organizing    *Sustained Attention 

   *Time Management   *Task Initiation 

   *Meta-Cognition   *Goal-directed Persistence 

         *Flexibility 

 

 

 



What do challenges in EF look like? 
Difficulties in: 

-Following multi-step directions 

           …verbal or written 

-Learning from “mistakes” 

           ...can’t change it up, find a new way, or go to plan B 

           …always surprised…….ie, still devastated day after day that the kids won’t eat with them 

-Memorizing and retrieving information from memory. 

-Retaining information 

-Organizing time, space, materials 

-Maintaining emotional control 

            ...actions/thoughts cause emotions, And it’s our emotions that cause reactions/behaviors  

-Remembering sequence of activities 

-Staying focused for duration of a task 

           …perseverance 

 

**These challenges Do Not operate in isolation of one another. 

 

  Thoughts and Actions 

 

 

   Emotions 

 

 

 

     Reactions/Behaviors 

 

 

We need to find out whether or not they WON’T or CAN’T 

--This is always a big argument…..They can play video games for hours, but can’t do school work….. Why????? 

1. Video Games: 

*they are visual 

*bright 

*rapidly changing 

*auditory feedback 

*multi-sensory 

*very direct 

*basic cause and effect 

*it resets you 

*shows you where to go and what direction 

*BASICALLY…….. the game itself is doing most of the thinking.  The game is the EF.  The cueing system is  

  external.  It is given to them. 



 

2. School Work: 

*Every skill (EF key areas) now needs to come from them!  The cueing system is internal. 

 

External (environment) vs. Internal (coming from them) cueing:   

-Analogy of soccer vs. baseball 

Soccer- they run up and down field, through external cues 

Baseball- throw on a mitt and put in outfield.  Now, they have to be attentive, in control and thinking based on 

internal cues, since there are no external cues to tell them what to do when the ball comes to them. 

 

*Neuro-Developmental Perspective of Executive Functioning 

-Activity of the Pre-Frontal Cortex 

-Last part of brain to fully develop, mid-twenties – 25 to 28 years old  

-These skills need to be developed (exposure, opportunities and experiences) 

-Need to start in Pre-School!! 

 

So…..What Can We Do??? 
-First determine, is the skill missing or just not being used?   

-Do they need skill instruction (because they don’t have the skill)  

         or  

                        behavior management/plan (they have the skill and need to do it when expected) 

 

-Ask this…..with given basic structure, is additional help needed?   

               …..are they managing fine in one class, but not in another?  Ask….What structure or strategies are  

                    being used?  

-Decide if intervention is designed to teach or strengthen a skill? 

-Encourage child to do as much thinking for themselves.   

-DON’T be their video game!!  Encourage parents the same. 

 

Beginning Intervention: 

~Environment:  location, physical, social, nature of task, change cues 

~People: address interaction styles 

~Problem behaviors: should be evaluated for root cause and seen as an opportunity to teach a missing skill 

 

Intervention Planning: 

~Identify concerning behaviors 

~Assess across settings and people 

~Assess environmental and people changes first 

~Target area in need and establish reasonable “small” goals 

~Determine environmental supports, who will teach, where and when and HOW 

~Teach missing skills specifically and intentionally 

~Provide multiple times per day to practice new skill 



~Plan for reinforcement, reward and evaluation 

~Include a plan for internalization of skill by child 

~Scaffold support (fade support)  

 

*Resources: Google the words executive functioning – tons of resources! 

           Understood.org – for parents and educators 

                       The Everything Guide to Executive Functioning (book) 

      Kid-friendly….. “The boss in your brain” – Bransetter (2013) 

        “The Mastermind” – Gallagher & Abikoff (2014) 

 

 

Executive Functioning Insight ~ 

 

**A child may have the skills (knowledge, IQ) to complete the task, but not have efficient Executive 

Functioning Skills (working memory, control, initiation, sequencing, etc.) to be able to complete without 

constant external cues.   

 

**They don’t have the skills to show what they know! 

Therefore, we get behaviors and/or the appearance of inattention, poor focus or not following directions; in 

turn, thinking they may be ADD (which it may), but actually….. it may also just be a missing skill set(s).   We 

then need to try to decipher and decide; do they need instructional or behavior management?   

 

~Behavior management works for kids who need a push or motivation.  However, if you see that behavior 

management strategies are not working, then it may actually be a missing skill set (EF).  Poor EF will come out 

as a behavior, or defiance. Some of these kids really don’t know why they are in trouble. They don’t have the 

awareness, knowledge or skill base to realize their deficit.  These are also the students who need more of the 

same, a routine.  This is because it is less taxing on their EF system.   

 

-Barkley (1997): A disorder of performance. 

We don’t know if they will “catchup”, but experiences, enrichment and time allow for increased brain 

connections, which lead to healthier EF patterns. 

 

**We must also factor in the role of emotion, anxiety and motivation. 

 

*Struggles with EF will, can increase one’s emotional state, in turn, causing behaviors. 

 

*Struggles with EF will, can increase one’s anxiety and produce behaviors indicative of this disorder. 

 

*Struggles with EF will, can decrease one’s motivation towards school, as a whole and their engagement in 

daily classroom tasks. 

 


